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Movie Name:___________________________________

Character 1 :_________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Character 2 :_________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

The Plot (without the ending):___________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Your Opinion:________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Movie Genre

Your Movie Rating

FantasticBad OK
Really
Good

Terrible

Horror ComedySci Fi AdventureWar Action Drama

Musical BiographicalSports Fantasy HistoricalThriller Political

The Characters (A brief Bio, What did you like / dislike about them) 
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1 What do mathematics teachers like to eat?

2 Dean Sam and Castiel are three brothers. Interestingly their current age is 

prime. What's more interesting that difference between their ages is also 
prime. How old are they?

3 In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day, the patch doubles in size. If 

it takes 48 days for the patch to cover the entire lake, how long would it take 
for the patch to cover half the lake?

4 If you toss a coin 10 times and it lands heads up every time, what are the 

chances it will land heads up if you toss it again?

5 What is the value of 1/2 of 2/3 of 3/4 of 4/5 of 5/6 of 6/7 of 7/8 of 8/9 of 

9/10 of 1000?

6 How many days are there in 4 years?

7 The combined age of Jack and John is 49. Jack is twice as old, as John was 

when Jack was as old as John is now. How old are the
brothers?

8 If you go to the movies and you're paying, is it cheaper to take one friend to 

the movies twice, or two friends to the movies at the same time?

9 Three times what number is no larger than two times that same number?

10 How can you add eight 8's to get the number 1000?

11 You have 14 brown socks, 14 blue socks and 14 black socks in your sock 

drawer. How many socks must you remove (without looking to be sure) to have 
a matched pair?

12 Mr. Smith has 4 daughters. Each of his daughters has a brother.

How many children does Mr. Smith have?



Math Riddle Answers

1. Pi

2. Sam: 2; Dean: 5; Castiel: 7. Age
diff 7 2
= '5' is prime; 7 5
=
'2' is prime; 5 2
= '3' is prime.

3. The patch doubles in size every
day and so on the 47th day the
patch will be half the size it is on
the 48th day.

4. There is a 50/50 chance of each
toss being either heads or tails.
The previous toss does not
impact the next toss.

5. 100.

6. (365 x 4) + 1 = 1461. Because
one of the years is a leap year.

7. Jack is 28 and John is 21.

8. It's cheaper to take two friends at
the same time. In this case, you
would only be buying three
tickets, whereas if you take the
same friend twice you are buying
four tickets.

9. 0

10. 888 + 88 + 8 + 8 + 8 = 1000

11. four

12. five


